	The day was brisk and chilly, but the sun had decided to laze about for a while longer and give a minor warmth. William had always wondered about what had distracted the Sun so during these times of year for it to lose it's due dilligence in heating the lands. Once he had thought it necessary to mail a letter to the local heating authority and inquire as o why the Sun had decided to apparently quit its job for a bit. He eventually recieved a responce citing that they too were baffled and would get in contact with the proper authorities as to this problem.   

	This would of course spark the wildly turmultous "Brian H. Peppers V Sun" legal case, in which a rabbit named Brian H. Peppers claimed that the Sun was at fault for giving him the sniffles, driving away customers from his store and eventually the closure of the store in question. After a period of several weeks of waiting for the sun to come to its defense and a weak defense case in what appeared to be mountains of evidence indeed pointing at the Sun as the culprit, Brian H. Peppers was awareded a very tidy sum of money for injury to person and loss of income for the approximate rest of his lifetime. He still hadn't over that case of the sniffles. With this money, Mr. Peppers bought land atop a hill, and atop this hill he built a grandous home for his and him. However, being a stingy rabbit, Mr. Peppers cut various and many corners, causingt he home to be extremely drafty. The hill itself had also been declared a recent Oak Tree habitat and the trees there in question, in an extreme state of happiness of finally having land that they could peacefully live on without the threat of squirrels stealing their nuts or living inside them, had spontaneous growth spurts. Within days the grand home was not only drafty, but almost completely in shade all of the year. Mr. Peppers eventually succumbed to a severe defficiency of warmth, and had to be addmited to a clinic. He has sadly yet to recover. 

	William thought about what happened to those folks over at the heating authority, wondering why they had never gotten back in contact with him after that first letter. The thought occured to him that he should write another letter and he wandered back inside to do just that. Of course, once he sat down, paper and pencil in hand, he realised why he had gone outside in the first place. He once again stood up, walked outside and turned off his water. A freeze was due this night and the next couple of nights, and the old pipes around where he lived we liable to crack and burst if water froze in them. Thinking on this, William thought he should write a letter to the water authority to inquire as to why water would persistently go on strike once a certain coldness had been reached...

